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When people should go to the book stores, search introduction by shop, shelf by shelf, it is in fact
problematic. This is why we offer the ebook compilations in this website. It will totally ease you to
look guide Prophecys Daughter The Endarian Prophecy 2 as you such as.
By searching the title, publisher, or authors of guide you essentially want, you can discover them
rapidly. In the house, workplace, or perhaps in your method can be every best area within net
connections. If you target to download and install the Prophecys Daughter The Endarian Prophecy
2, it is no question simple then, since currently we extend the partner to buy and make bargains
to download and install Prophecys Daughter The Endarian Prophecy 2 for that reason simple!

Prophecy's End Sep 28 2022 A mage's ungodly goal: rule among the dead. A noblewoman's
destiny: deliver the kingdom of Endar from evil. The final battle is at hand. Kragan, wielder of
malignant magic, is nearing his ultimate goal. Lorness Carol Rafel is pursuing her millennia-old
destiny as well. It has been prophesized that the noble sorceress will destroy Kragan before he
lays waste to the kingdom of Endar and reigns as an unholy god. In Kragan's favor is the mighty
Dread Lord, bound to Kragan's will, and an army of the resurrected dead that far outnumbers the
Forsworn followers at Carol's side. But Carol has the edge. She and her seer husband, Arn,
possess the last remaining pieces of a magical puzzle. In the shards of a shattered trident lies the
very key to Kragan's dark dreams. If Carol and Arn can unleash its undiscovered powers in time to
intercept Kragan's horde. The end is at hand. The final battle on the besieged fortress is upon
them. And Arn's visions of its outcome are terrifying. As Carol draws on her own increasing forces
of magic, more is at stake than she imagines in an endgame in the land of the dead that no one
could have foreseen.
Discerning Grace (The White Sails Series Book 1) Aug 23 2019 As the first full-length novel in The
White Sails Series, DISCERNING GRACE captures the spirit of an independent woman whose
feminine lens blows the ordered patriarchal decks of a 19th century tall ship to smithereens.
Wilful Grace Baxter, will not marry old Lord Silverton with his salivary incontinence and deadmouse stink. Discovering she is a pawn in an arrangement between slobbery Silverton and her
calculating father, Grace is devastated when Silverton reveals his true callous nature. Refusing
this fate, Grace resolves to stow away. Heading to the docks, disguised as a lad to ease her
escape, she encounters smooth-talking naval recruiter, Gilly, who lures her aboard HMS
Discerning with promises of freedom and exploration in South America. When Grace's big mouth
lands her bare-bottomed over a cannon for insubordination, her identity is exposed. The captain
wants her back in London but his orders, to chart the icy archipelago of Tierra del Fuego, forbid it.
Lieutenant Seamus Fitzwilliam gallantly offers to take Grace off the fretting captain's hands by
placing her under his protection. Grace must now win over the crew she betrayed with her secret,
while managing her feelings towards her taciturn protector, whose obstinate chivalry stifles her
new-found independence. But when Grace disregards Lieutenant Fitzwilliam's warnings about the
dangers of the unexplored archipelago, it costs a friend his life and she realises she is not as free
as she believes. DISCERNING GRACE is historical women's fiction that will appeal to fans of Claire
Fraser from Outlander and Demelza Poldark from Poldark—in other words, fans of feisty historical
female leads. It is a B.R.A.G.Medallion Honoree.
The Druid Queen Oct 17 2021 In the final volume of this trilogy, the Kendrick family continues to
rule the Moonshae Isles, but the era of peace is threatened by unseen forces. By the author of
Darkwalker on Moonshae.
Brothers In Arms Dec 27 2019 The Complete 'Brothers in Arms Series' Boxset. Dive into three

Navy Seal romances! This series focuses on Navy SEALs who were "Brothers-in-Arms". SEAL
Defender Mark Aleki Rogers left the Navy SEALs behind, but he found another use for his special
skills. He and his fellow "Brothers-in-Arms" now run an intense boot camp that trains civilians to
survive extreme situations. Mark's size is intimidating, but the half-Samoan surfer is an eternal
optimist. A suspicious string of suicides among SEALs, however, has Mark convinced it's murder.
He's determined to get to the bottom of it…quietly. If he doesn't, a murderer may go free.
Reporter Geneva Rios has come to the California coast looking for a story. The recent SEAL
suicides are connected to the Brothers-in-Arms, and Geneva wants to know more. The interview
she's hoping for, though, comes at a price. The smoking-hot SEAL won't talk unless she completes
his training course. If she can survive Mark's audition, she'll have the angle she needs. Spending
more time with Mark has its own perks, but for the exotic brunette, exposing the Navy SEALs is
more than just a story…it's personal. SEAL Protector Ex-Navy SEAL Vann Highrider has given
everything to Brothers-in-Arms, the boot camp he owns with his teammates. He's facing his
toughest mission yet—someone is framing the SEALs for murder. It's up to Vann to clear their
name to keep their business afloat…and his Brothers out of jail. The last thing he needs is more
bad press from a stupid accident. So when he finds a petite brunette failing miserably at his
survival course, the Cherokee tracker wants to send her packing. Yet there's something about her
he can't say no to…. But if she wants a second chance, she'll have to follow his every move.
Restaurant heiress Mercy Conde may be business savvy, but she's always lacked physical
prowess. If she wants to take her family's empire overseas, though, she has to prove she can take
care of herself. Brothers-in-Arms' survival training seems like the perfect fit, but it doesn't take
long for this deep thinker to realize she's in over her head. When tall, dark, handsome Vann offers
to take her under his wing, she agrees to play things his way…especially when his way has her
under more than just his wing. SEAL Guardian Ex-Navy SEAL Jace Stevens has never shied away
from trouble and with the madman framing the Brothers-in-Arms for murder still on the loose, Jace
is ready to put an end to the killing for good. Only one person stands in his way: a tough-as-nails
FBI agent who suddenly won't let Jace out of her sight. But the dark-haired beauty is more than
just a complication. Jace can sense there's something special beneath her buttoned-up exterior,
and he can't wait to get his hands on it. FBI agent Felicity Belasko always gets her man, and this
case should be no different. She knows the SEAL suicides are really murders, and she's sure
there's a connection to the Brothers-in-Arms. But are they suspects…or potential victims? When
her investigation leads to Jace Stevens, she can tell the blond troublemaker is masking something
even more dangerous. He wants to stop the killer on his own, but Felicity can't let that happen.
Wickedly handsome Jace may be making her wild, but she always plays by the rules. As the heat
flares between them, a killer plots his next move. Can Felicity and Jace find a way to work
together, or will a madman continue to get away with murder?
The Shattered Trident Jul 02 2020 When the world's greatest evil is resurrected, one young
woman is challenged to bury it once and for all. What chance does a young woman stand against
the world's supreme evil? Lorness Carol Rafel was prophesied to destroy the unfathomably
dangerous Kragan. But as the magic wielder's monstrous horde marches on Endar Pass, razing
everything in its wake, Carol fears that Kragan is not only unstoppable but that he has risen from
his tomb more powerful than ever. For Kragan, knowing the millennia-old prophecy is his greatest
weapon. He has shielded himself from attack with primordial and insidious magics that serve him
well, and if he finds the fragments of an ancient trident, it will grant him godhood. Only one thing
stands in his way: the woman foreordained to destroy him. Now, stirred by visions of a doomed
future, Carol and her companions must risk their very souls and sanity to defeat the tyrant mage.
However, in the face of Kragan's machinations, their seeming triumph over the enemy might seal
the land's catastrophic fate.
Corbenic Sep 16 2021 It starts when Cal gets off the train at the wrong stop in the middle of the
night, in the middle of nowhere. He's stranded. Following a muddy path leads him to a castle that
appears to be deserted. But inside is Corbenic, a magnificent hotel filled with rich people
preparing for a banquet—and Cal is their guest of honor. During the meal, he experiences a
disturbing vision, but when he is asked to talk about what he has seen, he denies it. What if he's
becoming crazy, like his mother? When Cal wakes the next morning, the elegant castle turns out
to be nothing more than an abandoned ruin. But something inside him has changed—he now
knows he needs to right the wrongs in his life. It will be a difficult journey, and if Cal achieves his
goal, it will not be without cost. The first step—he must return to Corbenic.
Wizardoms Sep 23 2019 Jerrell Landish is a thief, clever, creative, and conniving to the extreme.
His legendary exploits force him to use the name Jace just to remain inconspicuous. When he
accepts a contract to acquire a secret, enchanted amulet, he discovers the item has already been
stolen. To satisify the leader of the Thieves' Guild, he must track down the amulet and complete

the ultimate objective: Assassinate Wizard Lord Taladain, a man with the power of a god. Rhoa is
an acrobat, diminutitve, agile, and daring. Armed with the Eye of Obscurance, she sets out to
accomplish the unthinkable. Haunted by a troubled past, she cannot escape a single, allconsuming desire. She would risk anything to see Lord Taladain dead. Taladain's daughter,
Narine, is a princess who recently graduated as a master wizardess. However, her father and
brother seek nothing but power - one would use her to strengthen his position, the other views
her as a threat to his future. Can she navigate troubled waters with danger lurking at every turn?
Eye of Obscurance is the first entry in Fate of Wizardoms, a fantasy epic filled with magic,
adventure, and intrigue, perfect for fans of Robert Jordan, Brandon Sanderson, and Michael J.
Sullivan.
Mark of Fire Aug 15 2021 An ancient prophecy. A young woman's destiny. Lorness Carol, coming
of age in the kingdom of her warlord father, Lord Rafel, aspires to wield magic. But she's also
unknowingly become the obsession of Kragan, an avenging wielder as old as evil itself. He's
waited centuries to find and kill the female prophesied as the only human empowered to destroy
him. However, dispatching the king's assassin, Blade, to Rafel's Keep, ends in treason. For Blade
arrives not with a weapon but rather a warning for the woman he's known and loved since he was
a child. With a price on his head, Blade flees--as Carol and her family are urged away on their own
desperate route of escape. Now, traversing the lawless western borderlands, Carol struggles to
understand the uncanny magic she possesses and must learn to master. Though separated, Carol
and Blade are still united--not only by the darkness pursuing them both but by a quest toward
destiny, revenge, and the revelations of an ancient prophecy that signal the ultimate war between
good and evil.
Emprise Nov 06 2020 Seventeen years after the Food and Fuel Wars devastated Earth,
transforming a once powerful civilization into isolated farming communities in which scientists are
burned at the stake, astronomer Allen Chandliss, hidden in the Idaho hills, discovers that aliens
are about to arrive on Earth. Reprint.
Mildreds: The Vegetarian Cookbook Sep 04 2020 'If you think vegetarian food is limiting, this is
the book to change your mind.' Health & Fitness 'Theres inspiration here to help you elevate
humble vegetables into something special.' The Caterer 'Be warned, you'll want seconds of
everything...' Veggie Magazine 'This is good food at it's best, made with delicious, fresh
ingredients, which are easy to source and easy to cook with.' The Vegetarian Experience An
exciting new cookery book from the popular vegetarian restaurant, Mildreds: The Vegetarian
Cookbook has something for everyone. Whether you are a vegetarian, or are trying to cut down on
your meat intake, the international influences in these recipes promise variety and flavour. There
are also plenty of ideas for how to adapt the dishes quickly by adding meat, to cater for keen
omnivores. With easy ingredients and smart, time-saving ideas, each recipe is easy to cook from
the comfort of your own home. The dishes are flexible and include ingredients that can be easily
sourced, allowing you to make hassle-free and delicious meals.
The Last Barbarian Mar 10 2021 In a savage kingdom plagued by monsters and murderous
armies, there are but heroes few. One such hero - the last of a race of barbarians and mighty
warriors - soon finds himself at the centre of a blood feud and an ensuing great chase across the
lands. He must seek discover an ancient power with which he can battle a brutal king, so that
harmony might once more be restored to the realm. This is a tale from the heady days of high
adventure; a tale of action, lust, intrigue, swords, sorcery and spectacle. Prepare yourself as the
demons descend, as the Gods awaken, as the steel of earthly titans clash and rouse the olden
magic. Prepare yourself to fight at the side of - The Last Barbarian.
Assassin's Blade Jan 20 2022 An enterprising young dragonrider -- a kidnapped father -- a world
on the brink of war. Fia supports her family by transporting rich people from one city to another
on the back of her emerald dragon, Ryelleth. She loves her dragon's-eye view of Fiorenza, a
magical Italian city full of dragons and warfare, and she loves her dragon. But Fia will soon lose
her dragon as part of her bridal-cost. "We might let you fly her if you're good," her husband-to-be
jokes. But then Fia's world goes on tilt when her father is kidnapped before Fia's eyes and Fia
barely escapes with her life. The kidnappers demand a ransom that will bankrupt her family -- and
if they don't pay within two weeks, they'll murder her father. So Fia turns to her grandmother, a
retired assassin, and asks her to find the kidnappers and kill them. Fia and her grandmother
plunge into the dark world of Italia crime, chasing down clues to her father's whereabouts, but
time is running out. Fia has to take the gamble of a lifetime to bring her father back alive -- but
this gamble may destroy her family and the life she's fought so hard to preserve. If you enjoy the
Venatrix Chronicles by Sylvia Mercedes, or the dragon books of Ursula K. Le Guin and Anne
McCaffery, you'll love taking flight in ASSASSIN'S BLADE. One-click Assassin's Blade to start the
adventure today!

Samantha Watkins Dec 19 2021 Young librarian Samantha Watkins has always been perfectly
content with her humdrum existence. Never easily fitting in with anyone anywhere, she feels most
at ease in silence, among stacks of books. Sam believes in leaving fantasy and drama to the
characters in her beloved novels. But one night when she leaves work late, she finds herself
center stage in a tale of vengeance and terror. Samantha is rescued from a gang of vampires by
Phoenix, a mysterious and otherworldly man. Suddenly her paranormal adventures take a far
more extraordinary turn than any story she's ever read. Phoenix, her savior, is actually a vampire
as well, tasked with stopping his peers from killing. With no possibility of returning to her former
life, Sam becomes his assistant. Together they investigate a series of mysterious disappearances
and attempt to save the human race from a horrible fate. Battling vampires thrills and empowers
Sam, but where does she stand with supernatural Phoenix? Could Phoenix, through their work
together, become a different man?
Who Can Turn Me on the Most! X: Reverse Harem, Domination, Bdsm & Erotica Jun 13 2021
Warning! Contains Intense Domination! All is fair in love and war when a horny princess takes
advantage of her husband's absence to explore into a world of lust outside of their matrimonial
bond. Princess Gabri's beauty only lies skin deep, and her evil lust thrives in the dark. The
desperate royal dignitary abuses her power as she struggles to find her sexual identity. She loves
her husband, the Prince, but she is not easily able to find it within herself to be the wife a man of
royalty desires. Her erroneous quest to rediscover the sheer feeling of sexual gratification that
she once knew, when a climax was something new and unimaginable, leads to an onslaught of
female dominance, lust, and betrayal. The Kingdom thrives as a world reserve for natural
resources. In that effect, a brave prince fights to preserve what his people have worked for
through the years that have made the Kingdom a stronghold. As he does so, when he is off
fighting potential invaders, his beautiful wife uses the time to unleash her lustful desires. Only
her emotions are rational and harsh, as she takes advantage of slaves, uses her authority to cover
the details concerning her actions, and brings about bloodshed as a result. The story reveals the
valor of brave warriors and their leader, a prince, who fights to come home to the things that they
love, including the woman he loves. As the story unfolds, the prince finds himself dealing with the
very same obstacle that he fights to avoid. The prince struggles to deal with the people he trusts,
his honor, and the bed that he and his wife share. When Princess Gabri finally finds the man who
arouses her the most, the story sheds light on the most conflicting element of the plot. The story
revolves around the sensational detail revealed by passionate desire. The fire and rage in a
woman to conquer her own demons lie within the realm of dangerous lust. Princess Gabri is on a
mission to find her true sense of sexual satisfaction. At the same rate, she reveals the concepts
that satisfy her aside from the throbbing painful pleasure of exotic sex. The woman is elated to
see a man in bondage, while at the same rate, she taunts men knowing they admire her perfectly
etched curves and beautiful face. The story reveals a wicked woman entrusted to be a gentle soul.
When the weak are made strong by the loins of a princess, a turn of events erupt that parallel the
confusion brought about among an array of betrayal and ill intentions among royalty and the
people they trust. The skillful mastery of weapons of war is no match for the scorn of a woman.
The passionate desires of a woman can lead to uncovering the rational aggressiveness instilled in
the character of a woman. The story is set in a royal setting somewhere on a timeline that we can
place almost anywhere in history, or maybe even the future, while time can only tell the fate of
civilization as we know it. The characterizations evident of each character are set in stone,
revealing love, loyalty, and betrayal. The story revolves around war. In doing so, the abstract
detail tells the story in that effect. A time and place perfect for any of the actions involved in the
story streamlines the dialogue, amazingly dictated around a scheme surrounding a sexually
domineering woman and her will to see men punished. Like a black widow, Princess Gabri carries
out her actions to rediscover her most innermost feelings. Love leads to war, loyalty leads to
betrayal, and lust leads to death! Contains: Domination Femdom BDSM Harem Get a free Erotic
eBook: http: //www.AliciaCastelle.com
Dragon's Winter Feb 27 2020 An “utterly engrossing” novel of shapeshifting, sorcery, and two
brothers at war by a World Fantasy Award–winning author (Publishers Weekly). Born to the shapeshifting dragon king of Ippa, twin brothers Karadur and Tenjiro share an ancestry, but not a
bloodline. Only Karadur carries dragon blood, destined to one day become a dragon and rule the
kingdom. In an act of jealous betrayal, Tenjiro steals the talisman that would allow Karadur to
take his true dragon form and flees to a distant, icy realm. Now, years later, Tenjiro has
reappeared as the evil sorcerer Ankoku. His frozen stronghold threatens to destroy Dragon Keep,
and Karadur must lead his shape-shifting warriors on a journey to defeat his brother and reclaim
his destiny. With Dragon’s Winter, World Fantasy Award–winning author Elizabeth A. Lynn returns
with the kind of richly drawn characters and intricate worlds her fans, both old and new, will love.

Prophecy's Daughter Oct 29 2022 The epic fantasy continues as Lorness Carol's burgeoning
magical powers are the only hope in a destined war between good and primordial evil... "The
silent one in the west has awakened." A tantalizing message reignites Kragan's centuries-old fury
to find and exterminate the unwitting young adversary prophesied to destroy him. One step
ahead of her pursuer, Lorness Carol, a warlord's daughter and magic wielder, has led her people
to a new stronghold in a verdant valley. Here, she's been reunited with Blade, the assassin she
has loved since childhood. But her spell book holds the secrets to powers she never
imagined--powers that are not only expanding her abilities but challenging her sanity. As Carol
grows more desperate to learn and control the powers of enchantment she was born to wield,
Kragan and his minions wage a war to destroy Carol's destiny before it's realized. But if her
people require the summoning of an ancient darkness to save them, then by all the gods, she will
bring it.
The Time Seer Aug 03 2020 Fulfilling a prophecy to save the world can drive a young woman mad
as the enthralling epic fantasy series continues. Carol Rafel knows the lengths to which the
sorcerer Kragan will go to impede the fulfillment of her prophecy: destroy the wielder of necrotic
magic before she destroys him. Never far from Kragan's evil grasp, she is struck down by his
wicked spell. Carol's assassin husband, Arn, has no choice but to cast aside his precious weapon
to embrace a more powerful one: the clairvoyance he shares with Carol. With time-sights linked,
they must now rely on the dreamscapes of their minds to track Kragan into the shadows as he
nears his own invaluable weapon: the legendary shattered trident, which will ensure him godlike
powers. But Carol and Arn's visions come at a cost. Pursuit into such abominable darkness is
leading to madness. As Kragan's armies amass for a raging war between good and evil, Carol fears
that the ancient prophecy she's been chosen to bear out may be impossible to survive.
The Complete Malazan Book of the Fallen Oct 05 2020 All ten volumes of New York Times
bestselling author Steven Erikson’s epic fantasy series featuring vast legions of gods, mages,
humans, and dragons battling for destiny of the Malazan Empire are collected together in one eBook bundle. In this epic fantasy series, Erikson draws on his twenty years of experience as an
anthropologist and archaeologist, as well as his expert storytelling skills. The Complete Malazan
Book of the Fallen includes: Gardens of the Moon Deadhouse Gates Memories of Ice House of
Chains Midnight Tides The Bonehunters Reaper's Gale Toll the Hounds Dust of Dreams The
Crippled God At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.
A Rift Between Cities Feb 21 2022 The first of the Four Cities to fall under Governor Greyling's
terrible rule, Riftcity is finally fighting back, thanks to the help of Ember, Flint, and a reluctant
Ven. Still struggling with his feelings for what happened in Lightcity, Ven's reluctance might prove
to be well-founded after Greyling hears of the rebel activity in Riftcity. Back home to Meadowcity,
Sylvia and the Defenders are preparing for battle, fearing it to come any day. Out training in the
wilds one day, Sylvia is taken by the Scouts. Unwilling to risk another tragedy like Lightcity,
Meadowcity is unable to help her. In Seascape, Atlan Blackwater is battling with the biggest
decision of his life. When he finds out about Sylvia's abduction, he seeks help from his friends in
Seascape-but can they get to Sylvia in time? With her instincts and his knowledge, can Sylvia and
Atlan discover what it takes to mend the rift between cities?
A Duke, the Lady, and a Baby Jul 26 2022 “Smart and witty . . . the perfect historical read.” —Julia
Quinn, #1 New York Times bestselling author New York Public Library, Bookriot, Vulture, Time Out,
and Overdrive Featured Book to Read After Bridgerton! Featured in Entertainment Weekly, O
Magazine, Washington Post, Wall Street Journal, Bustle, and Bookish! An Amazon Best of the
Month Selection A Publishers Weekly Summer Reads 2020 Editors’ Pick A ground-breaking,
empowering, and sexy story from acclaimed author Vanessa Riley that fans of Beverly Jenkins,
Evie Dunmore, and Alyssa Cole won’t be able to put down. Join these Rogues & Remarkable
Women as they fight for their status, their families…and true love. When headstrong West Indian
heiress Patience Jordan questioned her English husband's mysterious suicide, she lost everything:
her newborn son, Lionel, her fortune—and her freedom. Falsely imprisoned, she risks her life to be
near her child—until The Widow's Grace gets her hired as her own son’s nanny. But working for his
unsuspecting new guardian, Busick Strathmore, Duke of Repington, has perils of its own.
Especially when Patience discovers his military strictness belies an ex-rake of unswerving
honor—and unexpected passion . . . A wounded military hero, Busick is determined to resolve his
dead cousin’s dangerous financial dealings for Lionel’s sake. But his investigation is a minor
skirmish compared to dealing with the forthright, courageous, and alluring Patience. Somehow,
she's breaking his rules, and sweeping past his defenses. Soon, between formidable enemies and
obstacles, they form a fragile trust—but will it be enough to save the future they long to dare
together? “Vanessa Riley at her finest.” —Sarah MacLean, New York Times bestselling author “I

was delighted. Readers on the lookout for Black or disabled characters in historical romance will
not want to miss this.” —New York Times Book Review “One of the best historicals I’ve read in
years.” —Kristan Higgins, New York Times bestselling author “Expertly crafted romance.”
—Publishers Weekly, STARRED review
Bellringer Jan 28 2020 In a resort town turned internment camp, a female prisoner is brutally
murdered Before the war, the hotels of Vittel hosted the wealthiest members of French society.
Now, in the winter of 1943, two of France’s most luxurious resorts have been converted into an
internment camp for British and American women who failed to escape the country when the
German army stormed across the border. For two years, the prisoners have lived quietly,
surviving on Red Cross aid packages, but now they are beginning to die. An American woman is
found stabbed through the heart with a pitchfork. By the time inspectors Jean-Louis St-Cyr and
Hermann Kohler arrive from Paris, rigor mortis and the February frost have frozen her solid. In her
pockets are Cracker Jacks and Hershey bars—bribes intended for one of the guards. To bring
justice to Vittel, St-Cyr and Kohler will have to unravel the conspiracy that is at the heart of this
luxurious, elegant hell.
The Same Breath May 12 2021 Teancum Leon, who goes by Tean, is a wildlife veterinarian. His life
has settled into a holding pattern: he loves his job, he hates first dates, and he only occasionally
has to deal with his neighbor Mrs. Wish’s cat-related disasters. All of that changes, though, when
a man appears in his office, asking for help to find his brother. Jem is convinced that something
bad has happened to Benny, and he thinks Tean might be able to help. Tean isn’t sure, but he’s
willing to try. After all, Jem is charming and sweet and surprisingly vulnerable. Oh. And hot. Then
things get strange: phone calls with no one on the other end of the line; surveillance footage that
shows what might be an abduction; a truck that tries to run Tean and Jem off the road. As Tean
and Jem investigate, they realize that Benny might have stumbled onto a conspiracy and that
someone is willing to kill to keep the truth from coming out. But not everything is as it seems, and
Tean suspects that Jem has been keeping secrets of his own.
Dissonant Harmonies Jan 08 2021 Inspired by specially curated mixtapes, Bev Vincent and Brian
Keene present two new spine-chilling novellas... As a blizzard descends upon the sleepy town of
Bayport, Rhode Island, brothers Joey and Frank Shaw investigate the mysterious disappearances
of several townsfolk. After the discovery of strange tunnels, tunnels that only Joey can see, the
trio suspect something is lurking beneath the snowbound town. Something burrowing. Something
hungry. And it looks like Joey might be next in The Dead of Winter. Did you imagine the world
vanishing to a flood or a comet, the hand of God or nuclear war? What if it started with something
as innocuous as the Berenstain Bears, and something known as the Mandela Effect? Barricaded in
a seedy motel room, one man makes sense of love, loss, and life as the end of the world looms. Do
you see what he sees? Do you know what he knows?
A Bright and Terrible Sword Dec 07 2020 Roger has faced down Queens, barbarians, dangerous
ghostly dogs and even armies. There is one challenge left: to stand against the mysterious
Soulviners and their dangerous plans to dominate the Land of the Dead. His friends held captive,
his true powers still undiscovered, it's possible only the legendary bright and terrible sword can
save them now . .. A fast-paced, character- and story-driven tale, this tale is packed with action,
emotion and danger.
Mildreds Vegan Cookbook Nov 18 2021 'Only Lady Luck can get a table at Mildreds. It's one of
London's coolest vegetarian restaurants.' - Time Out 'Who needs meat when you get this much
flavour?' - Hardens Bursting with clever ideas for feasts with family and friends, as well as for
delicious, simple everyday meals, Mildreds Vegan Cookbook brings you punchy flavours, satisfying
dishes, a dash of urban cool and a refreshing take on the conventional stereotype of vegan food.
There are plenty of dishes to wow a crowd, whether it's Walnut, Date & Cinnamon Rolls and
Smoky Baked Beans on Grilled Sourdough for a brunch with friends; Memphis Bourbon Barbecue
Skewers and Rainbow Root Slaw with Orange, Maple & Thyme Dressing for a summer barbecue;
Chocolate Banana Cupcakes with Chocolate Fudge Icing for a children's party; or Butternut Squash
& Tofu Terrine with Redcurrant Stuffing and an I-can't-believe-it's-vegan Espresso Crème Caramel
for a celebration dinner. A vegan diet the Mildreds way, will bring joy and surprise to your life,
and ensure your taste buds are well and truly alive and kicking. Sit back and enjoy fantastictasting food for everyone and every occasion.
The Candle Man Apr 30 2020 Meurig, the fiddler, is a haunted man. Hafren, the evil spirit-woman
of the Severn has captured his soul and now possesses the key to his life - a small candle stub.
Hafren taunts and torments Meurig but with help from Conor and Sara, he CAN take back his life
from her watery grasp - at the cost of flooding the land. Meurig must make his choice - his life or
the village. . . . . .
The Dawning of Power Jun 20 2019 Echoes of the ancients' power are distant memories, tattered

and faded by the passage of eons, but that is about to change. A new dawn has arrived. Latent
abilities, harbored in mankind's deepest fibers, wait to be unleashed. Ancient evils awaken, and
old fears ignite the fires of war.
Curse of the Chosen Aug 27 2022 The fight against primordial evil continues, and the stakes have
never been higher... Kragan, wielder of dark magic, has failed to vanquish the light in Lorness
Carol Rafel, the woman prophesied to destroy him. Now Kragan has leveled a new threat against
her: an unholy order of foul priests enlisted to storm her stronghold and destroy her and her
companions once and for all. Lorness Carol is waiting. In the valley of Misty Hollow, she's finally
conquered her fear of her magic. She has awakened a new power within her: the ability to
manipulate minds. But even Carol is unprepared for where this new battle will take her. For her
brother, Lord Alan, is unwittingly fulfilling a prophecy as well. As the Chosen of the Dread Lord, he
is amassing an army of feared soldiers--a battalion that could save the world, or pitch his sister's
legacy into everlasting darkness.
Once Dead May 24 2022 Jack Gregory, the CIA's top assassin, went rogue after a mission gone
wrong. When a confrontation leaves him bleeding out on death's doorstep, he is faced with an
offer from a dark figure named Anchanchu. If Jack is willing to act as a human host for Anchanchu,
the entity will revive him and give him another shot at life. Jack takes the deal...but he must now
face the consequences of having the same dark creature in his head as some of history's greatest
villains. Struggling with desires and memories that are not his own, Jack is not the man he once
was. One year later, he is known internationally as The Ripper, assassin for hire, and is faced with
having to wrest control of his dark compulsions while preventing a nuclear attack on the United
States. From the bestselling author of the Rho Agenda trilogy comes a globe-spanning thriller
with a twist unlike anything you've ever seen....
Heartstone Oct 25 2019 A debut historical fantasy that recasts Jane Austen’s beloved Pride &
Prejudice in an imaginative world of wyverns, dragons, and the warriors who fight alongside them
against the monsters that threaten the kingdom: gryphons, direwolves, lamias, banshees, and
lindworms. They say a Rider in possession of a good blade must be in want of a monster to
slay—and Merybourne Manor has plenty of monsters. Passionate, headstrong Aliza Bentaine
knows this all too well; she’s already lost one sister to the invading gryphons. So when Lord
Merybourne hires a band of Riders to hunt down the horde, Aliza is relieved her home will soon be
safe again. Her relief is short-lived. With the arrival of the haughty and handsome dragonrider,
Alastair Daired, Aliza expects a battle; what she doesn’t expect is a romantic clash of wills, pitting
words and wit against the pride of an ancient house. Nor does she anticipate the mystery that
follows them from Merybourne Manor, its roots running deep as the foundations of the kingdom
itself, where something old and dreadful slumbers . . . something far more sinister than gryphons.
It’s a war Aliza is ill-prepared to wage, on a battlefield she’s never known before: one spanning
kingdoms, class lines, and the curious nature of her own heart. Elle Katharine White infuses
elements of Austen’s beloved novel with her own brand of magic, crafting a modern epic fantasy
that conjures a familiar yet wondrously unique new world.
The Snow-Walker Trilogy Mar 30 2020 From the swirling mists and icy depths beyond the edge of
the world came the snow-walker Gudrun, to rule the Jarl's people with fear and sorcery. But a
small band of outlaws are prepared to risk their lives to defeat Gudrun and restore the land to its
rightful leader. This trilogy follows them in their quest, from the first terrifying journey to meet
the mysterious snow-walker's son, to the final battle in the lands beyond the rainbow bridge. The
Snow-walker's Son follows Jessa and Thorkil who, are sent to Thrasirshall in the empty wastelands
to live with the mysterious Kari, Gudrun's son. Led to believe Kari is some kind of monster they
are shocked to discover he is a snow-walker, just like Gudrun, except with the desire to do good
rather than evil. Together they journey back to the Jarshold to defeat Gudrun. In The Empty Hand
Gudrun seeks revenge on those who banished her and sends a terrifying, faceless creature to the
Jarlshold, and in The Soul Thieves, Kari and his companions must travel to the land of the snowwalkers to claim back the precious souls Gudrun has stolen. Here, Kari and Gudrun, mother and
son and ultimate opponents, must fight their final battle.
Call of the Herald Jun 01 2020 Book One of The Dawning of Power trilogy. Echoes of the ancients'
power are distant memories, tattered and faded by the passage of eons, but that is about to
change. A new dawn has arrived. Latent abilities, harbored in mankind's deepest fibers, wait to be
unleashed. Ancient evils awaken, and old fears ignite the fires of war.
Immune Jul 22 2019 Anyone who dares challenge the Rho Project is being systematically picked
off. At the top of the hit man's death list: NSA fixer Jack Gregory, and the three teenagers who
first exposed the Rho Project's dark agenda to the world. On the run for their lives, Heather, Mark,
and Jennifer know that the Rho Project's alien nano-technology has been released into the world,
disguised as a miracle cure. But what they don't yet know is that the serum has taken on a life of

its own, modifying human DNA in a way that even its engineers cannot control--one that will alter
the very fabric of humanity.
Intellectual Capital Nov 25 2019 Visionary in scope, Intellectual Capital is the first book that
shows how to turn the untapped knowledge of an organization into its greatest competitive
weapon. Thomas A. Stewart demonstrates how knowledge--not natural resources, machinery, or
financial capital--has become the most important factor in economic life. Through practical advice,
stories, and case histories, Stewart reveals how organizations and individuals can create and use
the knowledge assets they need. Dazzling in its ability to make conceptual sense of the economic
revolution we are living through, this ingenious book cuts through the vague rhetoric of
"paradigm shifts" to show how the Information Age economy really works. Intellectual Capital
should be read as if the futures of your company and your career depend on it. They do.
Wormhole Mar 22 2022 When the Rho Project's lead scientist, Dr. Donald Stephenson, is
imprisoned for his crimes against humanity, the world dares to think the threat posed by the Rho
Project's alien technologies is finally over. The world is wrong. In Switzerland, scientists working
on the Large Hadron Collider have discovered a new threat, a scientific anomaly capable of
destroying the earth -- and only Rho Project technology can stop it. In exchange for a full pardon,
Dr. Stephenson agrees to create a wormhole that will send the anomaly into deep space. But his
promise masks the alien agenda that brought the Rho Ship to earth. Now a trio of accidentally
altered humans must infiltrate Stephenson's wormhole project and stop it, no matter the cost. The
final battle has begun -- and this is one battle mankind cannot afford to lose.
Just Friends Apr 11 2021 'Hilarious, heart-warming and real ... You have to read this book!' Lucy
Foley, Sunday Times bestselling author of The Hunting Party and The Guest List. ___ It's easy to
put someone in the friend zone. But what happens if you change your mind? Bea isn't happy.
Desperate for a change, she looks to her friends for inspiration. Every single one of them is paired
off, perhaps that's what she needs too. So, she starts dating again. But everywhere she goes amid the hilarious and scarring dates - there's Peter. Good old, oddball Peter, her closest friend
from university. He's always been firmly in the friend zone but something's happened lately - he
seems taller, more handsome and suddenly making him smile is Bea's favourite thing. But how
can Bea possibly risk their friendship? And how do you even go about taking someone out of the
friend zone? What if Bea and Peter were only ever meant to be just friends... ___ Readers are
falling in love with Just Friends: ***** 'This book is funny, warm and cheeky - perfect' ***** 'I fell
completely in love with this book . . . so witty and keenly observed and FUN' ***** 'I snorted and
laughed all the way through - but the emotional pull was also brilliant, and I found myself rooting
for Bea'
The Second Ship Apr 23 2022 On the evening of July 3rd, 1947, two starships battled in the night
sky over the American Southwest, sending both ships crashing into the high desert. One of these
ships was quickly discovered near Roswell, New Mexico, and spirited away, its existence officially
denied by the US Government. In August of 2006, three high school students accidentally discover
something which leaves them entangled in a dark web of international espionage and intrigue.
Pursued by government agents and mercenary killers, they stumble upon something far more
terrifying. Now, their only hope of survival may lie within The Second Ship.
Kagonesti Jul 14 2021 The Age of Light Forests cover Ansalon. Under the legendary Silvanos, the
elves of Krynn begin to tame the wilds and raise their crystal cities. But as the Elderwild Kaganos
jouneys toward a mystical encounter high in the mountains, he knows that, for his tribe, the
woodlands must remain their eternal home. As centuries pass and Dragonwars rage, the tribe of
Kaganos battles encroaching humans and the minions of the Dark Queen, aided by a potent lgacy
guided by revered pathfinders . . . Until the wild elves stand upon the brink of the deadliest
challenge of all -- a challenge that marks a choice between annilhilation and survival. The Lost
Histories Series probes the historical roots and epic struggles of the heretofore little-known
peoples of Krynn.
Fight and Flight Feb 09 2021 Martin and his friends discovered that their world is computer
generated and that by altering the code, they could alter reality. They traveled back in time to
Medieval England to live as wizards. Almost everything they've done since then has, in one way or
another, blown up in their faces.So of course they decide to make dragons. It does not go well.As
the wizards struggle to control their creations and protect innocent citizens, they try new things
(most of which they don't enjoy), meet new people (most of whom are angry at them), and fight
epic battles (most of which they lose).But their biggest challenge may be a young girl who knows
that the wizards created the dragons and is determined to make them pay. On her side she has
powerful allies, a magical artifact, and a faithful if not particularly helpful dog.Fight and Flight is a
rollicking tale of bravery, wonder, love, revenge, greed, discovery, deception, and animal
husbandry.

The Black Widow's Guide to Killer Pool Jun 25 2022 Pool-playing legend Jeanette Lee--"the Black
Widow," who wears only black during tournaments and devours her opponents--explains every
aspect of playing to win, from holding the cue to performing combination, kiss, and trick shots.
Lee shows wannabe winners of every level how to compete intelligently, lose gracefully, win
frequently, stay focused, and achieve goals in the face of seemingly insurmountable obstacles.
This hip, engaging guide to the game is designed to turn you into the player to beat--in
basements, bar leagues, local tournaments, and beyond.
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